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Two personalities, one passion: Ludwig Maximilian Stoffel and Giovanna 
Stefanel-Stoffel  
 
Italian creativity and lifestyle meet upon German quality and reliability – the maxim of 
STOFANEL Investment AG. Giovanna Stefanel-Stoffel and Ludwig Maximilian Stoffel 
established the company in 2006. Both follow the goal of developing property which 
meets the needs of modern people and, at the same time, fulfils the highest architectural 
standards. 
 
Ludwig Maximilian Stoffel  
 
With his many years experience and in-depth property development expertise, Ludwig 
Maximilian Stoffel oversees the projects of STOFANEL Investment AG. He is the principal 
shareholder of STOFFEL Holding GmbH based in Berlin. He, together with his brother 
Manfred Stoffel, have been in charge of the family business which specialises in 
commercial property since 1970. The Kurfürstendamm, Unter den Linden and the 
Alexanderplatz – at top Berlin addresses like these, Ludwig Maximilian Stoffel has 
realised his quality and sustainability orientated concept of architecture, living and 
working. At STOFANEL his expertise is optimally combined with the creativity of his wife 
Giovanna Stefanel-Stoffel. In 2011, he became the company’s supervisory board chairman 
from being board chairman. Ludwig Maximilian Stoffel continues to be a visionary for 
STOFANEL and assesses and analyses possible investments and future projects. 
 
 
Giovanna Stefanel-Stoffel 
 
A passion for design defines the career of Giovanna Stefanel-Stoffel, the daughter of the 
founder of fashion company STEFANEL. The Italian designer has worked with her father 
as art director for the fashion chain for more than 20 years. She first developed her own 
collections and later led, as brand art director, the international creative team. With a 
great deal of empathy as well as a defined sense of aesthetic and style, Giovanna Stefanel-
Stoffel has a decisive influence on the external appearance of the property projects of 
STOFANEL. Similar to the field of fashion, she places great importance on authenticity 
and the beauty of simplicity in architecture. As board member, she is responsible for the 
Communication and Design department. 
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